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Garden Centers of America (GCA) has a renewed vigor and is continuing to expand the services available to you. As part of this expansion, we have 

revamped the whole concept behind our monthly newsletter. It is the goal of GCA to provide you with the information and resources to help you 

grow your business. Garden Retail Trends Report is designed to keep you on top of what’s hot in retailing, both within the industry and out.

NRF’s Retail Trends Forecast: 
What’s In Store for Your  
Garden Center in 2019
There are a few things that seem certain for the retail industry this 

year: Customer expectations never stand still, and they’re also not 

consistent, according to Susan Reda of National Retail Federation’s 

(NRF) STORES magazine.

Disruption is one constant, but that’s been true of the retail industry 

for years. We live in an age of immediacy, and it has prompted the 

need to rethink every single part of the business. Retailers can expect 

more of the same for the next 12 months, even the next three years.

Here are STORES’ predictions for the retail industry in 2019:

1. ‘Storefront as a service’ will take its place in the retail lexicon as 

shared experiences become more engrained. Several concepts 

are bubbling up that blend retail and workspace - enough of them, 

in fact, that it appears to be more than just a fad.

Re: Store will open its first store in San Francisco in the spring. 

Founded by Selene Cruz, the startup describes its mission as looking 

to help online-only brands secure both co-working space and their 

first physical storefront. Cruz came up with the idea after launching a 

direct-to-consumer handbag brand.

Nikki Baird, Vice President of Retail Innovation with Aptos, believes 

the concept has value. “Digital natives can grow their business to a 

point, but it’s difficult to scale without a physical presence,” she tells 

STORES. “It basically takes the infrastructure as a service to another 

level by including physical retail space, office space, etc.” 

WeWork opened its first retail location, dubbed WeMrkt, in New 

York City last summer, and is planning an ambitious, nationwide 

expansion, eyeing 500 WeMrkt stores over the next few years. 

WeWork executives share the desire to build a retail brand around its 

community ethos, with stores selling products geared to the needs 

of the people who work out of its locations. WeWork is betting that 

companies interested in supporting one another will buy each other’s 

products. 

“Ultimately, brands need foot traffic, so that’s a win,” Baird says, 

“and shared experiences are being embraced by shoppers across the 

spectrum.”

2. Health and wellness objectives are among the top initiatives 

retailers outline in 2019, which comes as no surprise to those 

paying close attention to news over the last six months. Venerable 

consumer business Weight Watchers announced in the fall that 

it was changing its name to WW to retool itself as a wellness 

organization that goes beyond weight loss. The new moniker 

is also a nod to the company’s updated tagline, “Wellness that 

works.”

It’s the beginning of what promises to be a flurry of moves by 

retailers looking to snag a bigger share of the booming health and 

wellness market. At NRF’s Shop.org conference in September, CVS 

Pharmacy President Kevin Hourican said the company had built a 

software tool, powered by data, that can be used as a resource for 

pharmacists looking to provide savings options in the form of either 

generic substitutions or therapeutic alternatives. 

Supermarket retailers are equally engaged. The Kroger Co. created 

a mobile app called OptUP that makes it easier to shop for healthy 

products. When shoppers scan a nutrition label, the app synthesizes 

all the nutrition information and assigns the food a score, making it 

easy to compare foods and make healthy choices.

Numerous chains including Hy-Vee, Giant Foods and Albertson’s are 

rolling out smaller footprint stores focused exclusively on healthier 

food options. And the number of apps that track consumers’ health 

and wellness habits has expanded exponentially and will continue to 

explode over the next 12 months.

Keep a watchful eye on the cannabis industry. As it continues to 

professionalize and legalize, this segment is projected to grow 220 

percent globally in 2019 alone. Garden centers are specially poised to 

get involved in this market.

3. The linchpin of retail success in 2019 will be supply chain 

efficiency and expertise fueled by AI. In a world where great 

customer experiences depend on supply chain proficiency 

and visibility, the need for retailers to collaborate with the 

right logistics partners and deploy real-time data analytics for 

forecasting product and demand cycles is imperative.

The pressure points retailers have been struggling with for several 

years are not abating; the trucker shortage is expected to worsen, 

with the American Trucking Association reporting the industry needs 

an estimated 50,000 more drivers to meet demand. The trucker 

shortage’s ripple effects include higher rates being charged by freight 

carriers and companies raising prices on products.

Another source of concern: The Trump administration’s tariffs on 

imports from China, which have significant ramifications for retail 

supply chains.

Brian Kilcourse, managing partner at RSR Research, believes supply 

chain needs to be a key area of retail investment in 2019. “The 

traditional retail supply chain is under tremendous stress to still be 

able to deliver the best cost-of-goods while responding to the effects 

of the disconnectedness between consumer demand and fulfillment,” 

he tells STORES.

He looks for companies to increase spending in supply chain analytics 

with an emphasis on systems that use AI to support real-time 

inventory forecasts and transportation metrics.

Retailers will continue to experiment with ways to get product 

into shoppers’ hands faster than ever. Expect more to dabble in 

repurposing in-store space or repurposing dark stores for inventory 

storage and faster shipping capacity. Localization is a top theme as 

meeting customer demands for delivery in hours suggests the need 

to move inventory closer to demand.

4. Sustainability has officially gone mainstream - and ignoring the 

green movement could be perilous. Customers are demanding 

transparency. They’re paying more attention to the ethical 

practices of the products they buy. And they have embraced the 

reality that their purchase habits have an impact on the world. As 

a result, they’re voting with their wallets, and the impact on how 

companies operate and the steps they have outlined for future 

growth and relevancy was front and center in 2018; it will gain 

even greater momentum in 2019.

Retailers with a sustainable heart, including Coyuchi, Eileen Fisher, 

Everlane, Parachute and Rothy’s, have captured shoppers’ attention 

with campaigns that tap into renewable concepts, such as Coyuchi 

for Life and Everlane’s recently announced ReNew collection of 

outerwear made entirely from discarded plastic bottles.

Further cementing the significance of sustainable business practices, 

there is a trend toward reducing a business’s carbon footprint. 

TheRealReal introduced a “sustainability calculator” that works to 

quantify approximately how much greenhouse gas, energy and water 

is saved from each piece of women’s clothing that is consigned. Ben 

& Jerry’s ice cream is piloting a platform at its newest Scoop Shop 

in London that connects consumers to their own carbon footprint. 

Created by the nonprofit Poseidon Foundation, the program uses 

blockchain technology to integrate carbon markets into transactions 

at the point of sale. And footwear retailer Aldo is now climate neutral, 

meaning 100 percent of its carbon footprint is offset.

The move to sustainable business practices will pick up steam in 

2019, emerging as a tenet of retailers’ businesses.

5. Robotics in retail is wired for growth and disruption. Robots 

are gaining ground on humans, and the pace of disruption is 

unassailable. That’s not to say that retail workers’ days are 

numbered. In the quest for “faster, cheaper and more accurate,” 

the promises of automation - namely labor cost savings and 

improvements in productivity and accuracy - are fueling interest 

and investment.

In retail, there are three main areas where robotics will continue to 

make inroads. Amazon was the first to use robots in its warehouses; 

there are now than 100,000 in use. British online-only supermarket 

Ocado has become the poster child for robotics after designing highly 

automated warehouses and selling the technology to other grocery 

chains, including Kroger here in the United States. 

Customer-facing robots remain a rarity in retail stores but look for the 

use of robots as tools for inventory management to gain a foothold. 

Efficiency and accuracy are paramount at retail - so are eliminating 

out-of-stocks. Inventory is a $1.1 trillion problem for the retail 

industry, thus ratcheting up the feasibility of investing in robots.

Another instance where robots are surfacing in stores: Hershey has 

implemented Intel-powered smart shelf technology that processes 

real-time data on customer preferences and inventory to assure the 

correct mix.

6. Amazon will continue to dominate the market by creating 

consumer experiences that leverage customer data and machine 

learning to deliver personalized experiences. In early September, 

Amazon became the second publicly listed U.S. company to reach 

$1 trillion market capitalization. 

Over the last 12 months, Amazon continuously grabbed headlines. 

Never complacent, the Seattle-based retailer set a record on Prime 

Day in July, logging a 24 percent uptick in sales. There were new 

partnerships with everyone from Kohl’s, Best Buy, J.Crew and Sears 

to Shark Tank, PlayStation and BuzzFeed. The company introduced a 

plethora of new Alexa-enabled products and announced it would pay 

all its U.S. employees a minimum of $15 an hour - more than double 

the federal minimum wage of $7.25 - as of November 1.

There’s some chatter about Prime memberships flattening out, but 

Amazon’s appetite for physical retail, once a scourge to the champion 

of online retailing, has grown exponentially. There are more than 

a dozen bookstores in operation and five Amazon Go stores, and 

Bloomberg has reported that the company is opening 3,000 of its 

cashier-less stores by 2021. And then there’s the New York City store 

that opened in September called Amazon 4-star. The shop sells highly 

rated products across a variety of categories.

Survey: Your Garden Center 
Associates Want Tablets for a 
Better Customer Experience

Are you doing all that you can at your garden center to ensure your 

employees are delivering the best experience possible? The 2019 

Global Shopper Study from Zebra Technologies Corp. reveals 

suggestions from both sales associates, retailers and consumers on 

how you can improve your in-store shopping experience.

For example, 66 percent of sales associates say if they were equipped 

with tablets on the selling floor, customer service, as well as the 

entire shopping experience for guests, would improve. Another 28 

percent claim that it’s difficult to get information to help shoppers. 

Most surveyed retail decision-makers (83 percent) and store 

associates (74 percent) concur that shoppers can have a better 

experience with technology-equipped sales associates.

Store associates cite frustration with their inability to assist 

customers, as 42 percent find they have little time to help 

shoppers because of pressure to get other tasks completed. Of the 

retail associates surveyed, 55 percent say their companies were 

understaffed, while about half say they felt overworked. 

Here are some additional findings from the study:

•  Of the consumers polled, a large majority feel that retailers are not 

to be trusted with protecting their personal data. Just 15 percent of 

shoppers completely trust retailers with their data.

•  Seventy-three percent of surveyed shoppers say they prefer 

flexibility to control how their personal information is used.

•  Fifty-two percent of retail decision-makers are converting point-of-

sale space to self-checkout, while 62 percent are transforming it for 

online order pickup.

•  More than half of consumers feel that they are “better connected” 

via personal smartphones than retail sales associates.

•  Nearly 60 percent of retailers plan to increase their spend on 

handheld mobile computers by more than 6 percent, and 21 

percent plan to spend greater than 10 percent on rugged tablets 

over the next three years.

•  Sixty-eight percent of North American sales associates report 

that electronic shelf-labels would have a positive impact on the 

customer experience, and 54 percent of surveyed shoppers are 

likely to read them.

‘Humble’ Marketing Will 
Directly Impact Your Garden 
Center’s Level of Success

As you’re brainstorming a new content marketing campaign, the 

word “humble” may not come to mind. Marketing that happens over 

social media has a heavy emphasis on products and services, and it’s 

easy for consumers to feel like they are being slammed over the 

head, according to Kevin Lund, CEO of T3 Custom and contributor for 

SmartBrief. 

Blatant product plugging doesn’t work like it used to. If your audience 

is engaging with you on social media and elsewhere, they want to get 

to know you and feel like you care - read: be in a relationship with 

you - before trusting you enough to make a purchase.

This means stepping away from yourself and acknowledging your 

audience’s human value and needs. It also means admitting you 

might not have all the answers and adopting a humble approach that 

simply asks, “How can I help you?” instead of saying, “Here’s how I 

help you.”

As with any conversation marketing campaign, making a sale 

shouldn’t be your first goal and asking for a sale isn’t your first step. 

Social media was created to share stories and meet on the same level 

as your audience, not as a bully pulpit for selling. By adopting the 

following four approaches that emphasize the value of being humble, 

you’ll connect with the modern audience that values humility and 

wants to be part of your story:

•  Ditch the id: Being humble means letting go of your ego. Your “id” 

makes you feel like showing the world how great you and your 

products are, and how great your audience is for buying them. 

Resist the urge.

Think about what it’s like to meet someone at a party. Who would 

you rather listen to? The person who spends the entire time talking 

about his or her achievements and how great they are, or the person 

who asks about you and your interests, and who tells stories that 

you can relate to? Try to be that second person, and stop talking 

about you in your marketing efforts. Instead, provide insight into 

what you’ve done to impact your audience’s lives, and tell stories that 

relate with your audience’s experiences.

A social media campaign that uses this approach puts the customers’ 

product experience first. It tells a story about how an audience 

benefitted from using a product. This is the kind of story that puts the 

viewer and their needs first, and it can help set your garden center 

apart from the white noise of product pitching.

•  Don’t pitch, teach instead: Remember that story you read in 

kindergarten about the little engine that had trouble climbing 

the hill, but kept repeating, “I think I can,” until he eventually 

succeeded? As a kid, you might have liked the story on its own 

without seeing it for anything more. As an adult, you see that the 

story was also a teaching moment, giving children a lesson about 

the importance of sticking to a goal and accomplishing it through 

hard work. Kids might not pay attention if you simply command 

them to work hard and stick to their goals, but making a story out 

of a lesson might get you at least partway there.

Though your audience isn’t children, they still can get more out of 

a story that teaches them about the value your product brought, 

rather than hearing a command to buy that they’ll probably tune out. 

Companies that succeed in marketing today don’t pitch; they teach. 

Take a look at your product from a 30,000-foot view. Are you sharing 

the importance of your garden center’s human value? Are you giving 

your audience something to talk about that starts a conversation? By 

telling stories, we humanize ourselves and become memorable, like 

that little engine we still recall all these years later.

•  Tell the right story: Stepping out of the spotlight, ditching your id 

and telling stories that teach isn’t enough if you don’t tell the right 

story. For instance, if you write a blog post about the difference 

between one variety of tomato versus another, with a link to 

click at the bottom taking the reader to your website, what are 

you expecting? There are hundreds of similar posts and sites on 

the internet, and you’re not offering anything that your audience 

couldn’t get elsewhere. You’re also asking for a sale without trying 

to emotionally connect with your audience.

A better approach would be to tell stories about how your specific 

target audience could benefit from having the one variety of tomato 

in the first place. This sort of campaign provides information people 

actually need and addresses their potential benefits. It’s about them, 

not your garden center. 

Join GCA’s and the IGC Show’s 
Social Network
#GCAtour & #IGCshow

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR GCA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Special Delivery! Could the 
Subscription Box Trend  
Work for Your Garden Center?

Every month will feel like their birthday when your customer is signed 

up for a subscription box filled with plants and merchandise from 

your garden center. Even though they are their own gift-giver, there is 

still that child-like thrill when they rip open a personalized box filled 

with gardening goodies.

It’s no wonder subscription boxes are a booming retail trend, writes 

Laura Gayle of Business Woman Guide. According to Forbes, the 

business model is now a $2.9 billion-dollar-industry and quickly 

growing. So, garden centers looking to expand revenue channels 

and grow their customer base may just want to investigate starting 

a subscription service. IGC Magazine columnists Judy Sharpton and 

John Stanley have already written on the subject and how it could 

work for your store.

All across the country, people are marking the date (or several dates) 

on their calendar for “Unboxing Day.” Curated subscription boxes can 

bear a spectrum of items. Depending on the company or customized 

package, subscribers receive anything from makeup and beauty 

products to coffee and workout gear. These packages are arriving on 

more doorsteps every day as consumers flock to companies selling 

these products. As the e-commerce subscription box market grows, it 

may be time for your garden center to get in on the phenomenon.

Garden centers can use subscription boxes, and similar membership 

clubs, as a way to increase revenue and build customer loyalty. 

According to research by the Shorr group, there are more than 2,000 

subscription box options. Consider this: 15 percent of online shoppers 

are signed up for one or more subscription boxes.

Here are some tips for garden centers to jump on this consumer 

trend, from Gayle:

•  Position wisely. The best way to design a subscription box service is 

to open a lot of other businesses boxes. Especially if they are a 

competitor or sell products in a similar manner. This way you’ll be 

able to get ideas, see what’s working and figure out ways to do it 

better. You’ll be able to differentiate your products from the rest of 

the market. My Subscription Addiction is a great place to start since 

the site lists boxes available in every industry. 

•  Packaging is everything. The unboxing experience is a huge part 

of why most subscribers continue to be loyal customers. When the 

box arrives, it’s like receiving a gift, 

so the appearance of the box and 

packaging is paramount. Also, keep 

in mind that subscription boxes 

are often given as a gift, making 

the presentation that much more 

important. A quick online search for 

“unboxing” will reveal dozens of YouTube channels, review sites and 

social media pages that are dedicated to opening packages. They 

almost always begin with evaluating the product packaging long 

before they even get to critiquing the contents inside.

This is one of the most important steps in your customer’s journey 

with your garden center. Put yourself in your customer’s shoes. 

What’s the reaction you want them to have when they see the mail 

carrier dropping off the package? Remember to make sure your 

company’s logo is clear on the box itself. This adds to the customer’s 

journey. When people post pictures, you want your store’s logo to be 

unique and obvious.

•  Utilize local resources. Shipping boxes to customers quickly and 

over long distances will cut into your revenue. To offset these costs, 

try to source as many products as possible from local artists and 

other small businesses and manufacturers. Depending on your 

sales volume, you might be able to strike exclusive deals with local 

businesses that want in on the action. 

When you begin making these deals and reaching out to businesses, 

don’t forget to inquire about their dead stock. Some companies have 

high inventory levels and might just give you and your customers a 

really great deal on items that they can’t get rid of fast enough.

•  Capitalize on exclusivity. If you want to go big, think small in terms 

of locking in appealing new products before they hit the market. 

It can position your store as an independent retailer with a wide 

inventory of garden products that shoppers can’t find elsewhere 

online. Price point and the value proposition are still huge factors 

in launching new subscription services, but exclusivity puts you in 

an appealing position. Try sourcing free samples from other indie 

retailers who need exposure.

•  Beat them to the punch. On rare occasions, entrepreneurs will hit 

upon a great idea in an untapped market. This is golden, and you 

should ramp up quickly to get your garden center going viral before 

copycats enter the game. If you get hold of a solid customer base, 

you’ll make it much harder for competitors to catch up. However, 

don’t get complacent - remember to keep updating your boxes with 

new and exciting items.

•  Offer additional perks. Sometimes the best part about Christmas 

or a birthday is the anticipation leading up to it. How can you get 

your customers feeling that same sensation for your service? Try 

offering in-store events, discounts and coupons that will create 

buzz and drive more people to try it. Consider sending customers a 

surprise birthday box in addition to their usual subscription. Offer 

them early access to new deals and boxes that you are testing out. 

Keeping your customers in the loop and making them feel exclusive 

will boost loyalty and encourage them to come back.

All-America Selections Puts 
Push Behind Nine New AAS 
Winners for 2019 Season
All-America Selections (AAS) has announced nine new AAS Winners 

for the 2019 gardening season to include in your stores this year. 

Each of the following new AAS Winners was trialed throughout North 

America by professional, independent, volunteer judges who grew 

them next to comparisons that are considered best-in-class.

The new AAS Winners for the 2019 garden season are:

Begonia Viking XL Red on Chocolate F1 

AAS 2019 Ornamental Seed Winner 

National Winner 

A brand new begonia with large, 

uniquely colored dark leaves has 

arrived. Judges were impressed with 

how the deep bronze/brown color 

remained sharp and intense 

throughout the season, no matter 

where they were located - north, 

south, east or west. The color tones shine through to give a stunning 

garden appearance. Covered with vibrant red flowers, the compact 

plant retains its shape well and does not become rangy. These 

extra-large mounded plants are perfect in both landscapes and 

containers. Bred by Sakata Seed Corporation.

Marigold Big Duck Gold F1 

AAS 2019 Ornamental Seed Winner 

National Winner 

Big Duck Gold sports very large 

golden-yellow flowers that continue 

blooming throughout the season, 

much longer than the comparisons. 

These marigolds begin the season 

putting energy into establishing a 

solid, healthy plant with clean, deep-green foliage. Then, when it 

starts blooming, full, “plump” blooms top the 15-inch plants, which 

are slightly taller than the more compact comparison varieties, and 

continue blooming through the end of the season. You’ll want to use 

these marigolds everywhere: in beds and containers, in landscapes as 

mini hedges, back of the border plants or even as a filler in new 

perennial beds. Bred by Ameriseed.

Nasturtium Baby Rose F1 

AAS 2019 Ornamental Seed Winner 

Regional Winner: Northeast, 

Heartland, Mountain/Southwest 

The last nasturtium AAS Winner was 

back in the 1930s. Now it’s time to 

introduce a wonderful rose-colored 

nasturtium perfect for today’s 

gardens. Baby Rose is a petite-

flowered, mounding variety with healthy, dark foliage ideal for 

containers and small space gardens. AAS’ expert judges praised the 

uniformly compact plants that sported flowers with consistent 

coloration. Their compact habit means less “flower flopping,” with 

their blooms remaining upright throughout the season. The rose color 

is uncommon in nasturtiums, and contrasts beautifully with the 

dark-green foliage. Bonus: Both the leaves and flowers are edible. 

Garden retailers will find this variety to be an excellent addition to 

their potted plant programs. Bred by Takii Europe BV.

Pepper Just Sweet F1 

AAS 2019 Edible Winner 

National Winner 

Just Sweet is a unique snacking 

pepper with four lobes like a larger 

bell pepper, only smaller. Not only 

are the 3-inch fruits deliciously 

sweet, with nice thick walls, but the 

plants are vigorous growers (up to 

36 inches tall and 15 inches wide) that don’t need to be staked, 

because they’ve been bred to have a strong bushy habit. Many judges 

conducted consumer taste tests and reported back that this pepper 

won those tests, hands down. The Just Sweet peppers are 

exceptionally bright, shiny and a vivid yellow color with a flavor 

described as sweet with aromatic accents. Bred by Seminis Home 

Garden.

Petunia Wave Carmine Velour F1 

AAS 2019 Ornamental See Winner 

National Winner 

This newest color of the popular 

Wave petunias was one of the highest 

scoring plants in the trials. AAS judges 

enthusiastically came up with an array 

of ways to describe the unique 

carmine rose color: “fabulous,” 

“stunning,” “intense,” “vibrant,” “lively,” “great color,” “bright,” 

“non-fading,” “out-standing,” “my favorite,” “bright colors regardless 

of clouds or sun,” “tough competition but this entry shined through,” 

and so on. Large 2-2.5-inch flowers literally cover the easy-care 

spreading plants that rarely need deadheading because new blooms 

continuously pop-up and cover the spent blooms. Wave is an 

excellent landscape performer and does equally as well in containers 

or hanging baskets as it does in the landscape. Bred by PanAmerican 

Seed.

Tomato Chef’s Choice Black F1 

AAS 2019 Edible Winner 

Regional Winner: Southeast, 

Mountain/Southwest and West/

Northwest 

This variety is the sixth color 

variation in the popular Chef’s 

Choice tomato series. Chef’s Choice 

Black is a beefsteak type tomato 

with a dark green/brown/black hue. AAS judges reported vigorous, 

healthy plants with clean and uniform fruits that were early to set and 

had a meaty interior with great flavor. This hybrid boasts a prolific 

yield of 8-ounce fruits grown on strong, 5-foot indeterminate vines. 

You’ll harvest 30 or more blemish-free fruits throughout the season 

from this disease-resistant plant with dark green leaves and well-

behaved form. Bred by Seeds By Design, Inc.

Tomato Fire Fly F1 

AAS 2019 Edible Winner 

National Winner 

This adorable newcomer is not as 

small as a currant tomato and not as 

large as a cherry tomato, but is a “just 

right” in-between size. The fruits 

produced are super sweet pale white 

to pale yellow round fruits less than 1 

inch in size and weigh about 1/2 ounce. Delicate, translucent skins 

offer a mild acid flavor that enhances the sweet taste. They’re small 

juicy fruits exploding with flavor, perfect for snacking and in salads. 

Indeterminate plants must be staked or caged as they grow upward 

to 5-6 feet and have good disease resistance. Bred by Seeds By 

Design, Inc.

Tomato Red Torch F1 

AAS 2019 Edible Winner 

National Winner 

Red Torch is a striped oblong tomato 

with 1.5-inch long fruits that weigh 

about 1.5 ounces. This hybrid is a 

very prolific early season producer. 

The combination of excellent flavor, 

great texture and high yields make 

this hybrid better than other varieties in the trendy niche market of 

striped tomatoes. Plants have been bred with excellent tolerance to 

environmental stresses like heat and harsh growing conditions. Fruits 

are borne on indeterminate vines that grow 5-6-feet tall and ripen 

60-70 days from transplanting. Judges were pleased with both the 

earliness and yield of this variety in addition to the unique skin 

coloration. Bred by A. P. Whaley Seed.

Tomato Sparky XSL F1 

AAS 2019 Edible Winner 

Regional Winner: Heartland 

Sparky is one of the few X-tended 

Shelf Life (XSL) cherry tomatoes 

available to home gardeners. Sparky 

brags about being early to mature, 

prolific and very flavorful. Fruits are 

well-suited for market growers and 

produce a large amount of usable 

fruits per plant. You’ll enjoy gardening with these plants that have 

excellent tolerance to environmental stresses like heat and harsh 

growing conditions. Very sweet fruits have an average Brix score 

of 8.5. Round fruits weigh 1 ounce and are 1 inch in diameter. 

Indeterminate 5-6-foot plants produce fruits 60-70 days from 

transplant.

Previously announced AAS Winners for 2019, Watermelon Cal Sweet 

Bush and Melon Orange SilverWave F1, are on the AAS website.

Independent garden center retailers will find these AAS Winners for 

sale as supply becomes available through the distribution chain.

IGC Retailers Are Reaching 
More Customers with Instagram

With social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram, 

independent garden centers can tell their stories directly to 

consumers and engage one-on-one with fans. However, there’s still 

an advantage to leveraging a messenger, according to Independent 

We Stand. 

In the social media world, Instagram influencers can lend credibility 

and expose new audiences to your small business. They’re the 

ultimate online content-creators. They build brands around their 

passions, including gardening, travel, DIY, cooking and more. 

Through their social media profiles, influencers share tutorials, make 

recommendations and review products related to their interests, 

reaching thousands of followers. Since they understand what users 

want to see, influencers become valuable business partners for your 

garden center.

Here are some tips on how you can partner up with the right 

Instagram influencer for your store:

1. Follow the content: To find the right influencer, you have to 

understand his or her brand. A successful influencer won’t want to 

risk losing followers by recommending a garden center or product 

that doesn’t fit with his or her Instagram persona. Look beyond 

the follower count when looking for someone to work with, and 

find a partner who is genuinely enthusiastic about your garden 

center’s story. 

Before reaching out to an influencer, review his or her content. Look 

at how the influencer describes himself or herself in the bio and 

what the influencer says in captions. Does he or she prefer posting 

photo or video content? Understanding what the potential influencer 

partner posts gives you an opportunity to make sure that your garden 

center aligns with the influencer’s brand.

2. Pitch an experience: Many Instagram influencers are happy to 

promote products they’ve received complimentary from retailers. 

If you go that route, make sure you understand the regulatory 

implications to providing free products in exchange for social 

media promotion. Your influencer will have to disclose any gifts.

Alternatively, you can pitch your potential influencer partner an 

experience. The disclosure rules will still apply to any complimentary 

workshops, events, subscription plant boxes, etc., but your influencer 

may appreciate the opportunity for a unique experience and jump at 

the chance to work with you. If you’re planning a special event at your 

garden center in the near future, invite some influencers so they can 

better understand why your store is so special.

3. Be specific: Once you’ve found the right influencer and pitched 

a successful idea, set the right expectations. Be specific about 

the messages you want to convey to consumers and the type of 

content you expect. 

At the same time, you should also respect the influencer’s expertise. 

Influencers know their audiences and how to create content that 

resonates. Provide your influencer partner with recommended 

messages and hashtags, but respect your influencer’s judgement on 

what will - and won’t - appeal to followers.

Now Trending in Garden Retailing . . .
•  It’s paramount to maintain an active online presence, especially so your garden center turns up in online searches. More than 80 percent of 

people conduct “near me” mobile searches. When asked how likely the respondents were to use a store finder on a retailer’s website, 42 

percent were “very likely,” says a study by Uberall.

•  Consider selling your garden center’s products through social media. Sixty percent of consumers have never purchased a product promoted 

by a celebrity or social influencer, but more than half of consumers (55 percent) have made a purchase through a social media channel, 

such as Facebook, Instagram or Pinterest, reveals the “Enabling Experience-Driven Commerce Anytime, Anywhere” report from Avionos.

•   Delivering a top-notch in-store experience should be your main goal this year. Fifty percent of consumers have stopped doing business with 

a brand in the past year after a negative experience, according to the Sitel Group CX Index Report.
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Registration Now Open, Early Savings!  
IGC Show, August 13-15, 2019 
GCA Members save $260 on each All Access Pass registration 

for the Continuing Education @ IGC program during the early 

bird registration period, and $100 off each IGC Show Store Tour 

registration! 

•  Two free drink tickets per company  

for Wednesday’s free party and concert

•  Special reserved seating at the concert - 

come early, seating is limited!

•  Access to the GCA Member Lounge, 

with a special catered lunch buffet 

available at your convenience

Registration is now open! 

Enter promo code TOGETHER when you register:  www.IGCShow.com. 

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!

GCA Summer Tour 2019 
Nashville, Tennessee 
June 23-26, 2019
Registration with early bird extra 

savings are now open for GCA Summer 

Tour Nashville, June 23-26, as organizers 

continue to map out an itinerary of 

retail education and inspiration for the 

16th-annual event. New next summer, 

at the conclusion of each visit, the store’s owners and key leadership 

will join the 2019 group for a question-and-answer session that will 

allow GCA Tour-goers to dive deeper into the best practices driving 

each store’s profitability.

Click here now to save your seat on the bus. Log in to receive your 

member discount - your GCA Membership saves you $200!

Sincere Thanks to Our 2019 GCA Summer Tour Sponsors!

http://www.igcshow.com/
https://www.gardencentersofamerica.com/
https://rapidgardenpos.com/
http://www.truevaluecompany.com/Open-a-Store/Garden-Centers/About-Garden-Centers
http://www.bonide.com/
http://www.ballhort.com/
https://www.fitt-usa.com/
https://lgrmag.com/

